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Problem 14.

a) Calculate the differential and total unpolarized cross section(s) for
e+e− → f̄f , where f is some electrically charged fermion different from the
electron. Restrict yourself to electromagnetic interactions, which is realistic
for energies up to a few GeV, say.. Let the momenta of e± in the initial state
be p± and for f and f̄ in the final state be q±. Do the calculation in the
CM frame of e+e−, and in the approximation where the electron mass can
be neglected. (But the fermion (f) mass mf = M should be kept. Use the
result from problem 13. See also problem 2, eq. (10). Do not pick or rely
on formulae in the textbook(MS), but start from the general formula for the
differential scattering cross section :

d3nf σi→f =
1

4 f(p1, p2)
d3nf Φf |Mfi|2 (1)

where p1 and p2 are the momenta of the colliding particles (That is p1 = p+

and p2 = p− in our case), and

f(p1, p2) ≡ E1 E2 vrel =
√

(p1 · p2)2 − (m1 m2)2. (2)

Furthermore, the Lorentz invariant phase space (nf is the number of particles
in final state):

d3nf Φf ≡
∏

n∈f

( d3pn

2En(2π)3

)

(2π)4 δ(4)(P f
tot − P i

tot) , (3)

where P i
tot and P f

tot are the total four-momenta in the initial and final state,
respectively. That is, P i

tot = (p+ + p−) and P f
tot = (q+ + q−) in the present

case. The reduced amplitude Mfi is defined through the general structure
of the S-matrix element

Sfi =
∏

n∈i,f

(
1√

2EnV
) (2π)4 δ(4)(P f

tot − P i
tot) Mfi

b) For higher energies the electroweak diagram with the photon replace by
a heavy Z-boson must also be taken into account. How will the cross section
(qualitatively) behave if the total energy is close to the Z-boson mass MZ ?
(cfr. section 14.4 in MS). What will be the change if MZ is replaced by
(MZ − iΓZ/2) (cfr. the optical theorem), where ΓZ (of order 2-3 GeV) is the
full width (= inverse lifetime) of the Z-boson?


